Analyses of the requirements for the synthesis of virus-like particles by feline immunodeficiency virus gag using baculovirus vectors.
Feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) gag gene was expressed in baculovirus vectors to investigate its potential for the assembly of virus-like particles. The unprocessed 50-kDa FIV gag precursor made in infected insect cells by recombinant AcFIVGAG-1 was myristoylated, assembled at the cell surface into virus-like particles (with diameters of approximately 100 nm), and efficiently released into the culture supernatant fluids. The presence of the complete viral-coded protease component of the FIV pol gene engineered into a second expression vector (AcFIVGAG-P5) resulted in the efficient processing of the gag precursor to its component proteins and abolished particle formation and secretion. Insertion of a stop codon in this vector upstream of the putative gag-pol frameshift site (GGGAAAC) resulted in the derivation of an expression vector (AcFIVGAG-R) that made a truncated, unprocessed 46-kDa FIV gag precursor lacking some 34 amino acids in the p10 carboxy-proximal coding region of gag. This vector synthesized tubular structures in the cytoplasm of infected cells and released them into the cell supernatant. The results demonstrate that the FIV gag precursor can spontaneously assemble into virus-like particles without any other virus proteins and that the carboxy-terminal part of the precursor gag protein is essential for such assembly.